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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a recent meta-analysis  posted on preprints.org, Japanese researchers warn of potentially

deadly risks to patients who receive blood from people who have taken mRNA COVID jabs and call

for urgent action to ensure the safety of the global blood supply. According to the authors:

“… many countries around the world have reported that so-called genetic vaccines, such as

those using modi9ed mRNA encoding the spike protein and lipid nanoparticles as the drug

delivery system, have resulted in post-vaccination thrombosis and subsequent

cardiovascular damage, as well as a wide variety of diseases involving all organs and

systems, including the nervous system ...

[B]ased on these circumstances and the volume of evidence that has recently come to

light, we call the attention of medical professionals to the various risks associated with

blood transfusions using blood products derived from people who have suffered from long

COVID and from genetic vaccine recipients, including those who have received mRNA

vaccines, and we make proposals regarding speci9c tests, testing methods, and

regulations to deal with these risks.”

Blood From Jabbed Donors May Pose Risk to Neurological Health

One particular risk addressed in this paper is the implications of blood tainted with prion-like

structures found within the spike protein. Prions are misfolded proteins that can cause

neurodegenerative diseases, such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD) in humans, by inducing the

misfolding of normal proteins in the brain.

Prion diseases are characterized by a long incubation period, followed by rapid progression and

high mortality. The suggestion that the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, especially from certain

variants, might contain prion-like domains raises concerns for several reasons:

Transmission risk — If spike proteins with prion-like structures can be transmitted through

blood transfusions, there might be a risk of inducing prion diseases in recipients. Prion

diseases are notoriously diMcult to diagnose early, have no cure, and are fatal, making any

potential transmission through blood products a signiNcant safety concern.

Detection and removal challenges — Current blood screening processes do not speciNcally

test for prions, partly because prion diseases are rare and partly due to the technical

challenges in detecting prions at low concentrations. If spike proteins with prion-like properties

are present in the blood of COVID jabbed individuals, existing blood safety protocols may not

be adequate to prevent transmission.

Long-term safety concerns — Prion diseases have long latency periods, meaning that

symptoms can appear years or even decades after exposure. This delay complicates efforts to

trace the source of an infection back to a blood transfusion and assess the safety of blood

supplies over time.

Impacts on blood supply management — Concerns about the potential risks associated with

prion-like structures in spike proteins might lead to changes in donor eligibility criteria or the

implementation of additional screening measures. These changes could impact the availability

of blood products, which are critical for routine medical procedures.

Public conLdence — Public awareness of these potential risks, even if they are theoretical or

have a very low likelihood of occurring, could affect individuals' willingness to donate or

receive blood transfusions, thereby lowering blood donation rates and the overall trust in the

safety of blood transfusions.

The authors stress the need for comprehensive studies to better understand the implications of

these prion-like structures in the spike protein, not only for mRNA jab safety but also for the

broader implications for public health measures like blood transfusion practices.

Other Potential Health Hazards of Contaminated Blood

Contaminated blood may also pose other serious health risks, including:

• Reduced immune function among blood recipients — It’s been shown that the more doses of

the COVID shot you’ve received, the more likely you are to suffer future infections, either by

SARS-CoV-2 or other viruses, due antibody-dependent enhancement.

Blood donations from people who have received several doses of mRNA injections may not

provide adequate immunity against common infections, resulting in subclinical infections and

diseases in recipients.

• Formation of blood clots and amyloid aggregates — If the immune system of a blood recipient

isn’t strong enough to neutralize spike protein, blood clots and amyloid aggregates may also

form.

• Chronic inOammation — Prolonged exposure to the antigens from the COVID-19 shots can

trigger the generation of IgG4 antibodies, resulting in chronic inXammation and immune

dysfunction.

IgG4 antibodies are often associated with chronic exposure to antigens, such as those seen in

persistent infections, certain cancers, and prolonged exposure to allergens. IgG4 antibodies

are also associated with a unique condition known as IgG4-Related Disease (IgG4-RD), a Nbro-

inXammatory condition characterized by swellings or masses in affected organs.
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Blood Transfusions and the Risk of Autoimmune Diseases

The authors also raise concerns about the potential of contaminated blood to cause autoimmune

diseases in recipients. Recent research found that the RNA pseudouridylation, a process in which

uracil is swapped out for synthetic methylpseudouridine, can cause frameshifting, basically a glitch

in the decoding, which can trigger the production of off-target aberrant proteins.

The antibodies that develop as a result may, in turn, trigger off-target immune reactions. In addition

to that, lipid nanoparticles (LNPs), a key component of the COVID shots, have been identiNed as

highly inXammatory and possessing more potent adjuvant activity compared to traditional vaccine

adjuvants, which further increases the risk of an autoimmune response. As reported in the featured

paper:

“Recent studies have shown that RNA pseudouridylation can result in frameshifting. It is

not yet clear whether a portion of the pseudouridinated mRNA for the spike protein is

translated into another protein of unknown function in vaccine recipients. If these proteins

are also pathogenic, additional testing for such frameshift proteins may be needed in the

future.

Even if a frameshift protein is not toxic, it must be foreign to the body and could cause

autoimmune disease. In addition, LNPs themselves are highly inOammatory substances …

LNPs have been found to have stronger adjuvant activity than the adjuvants used in

conventional vaccines, and there is also concern about autoimmune diseases resulting

from this aspect.

Thus, although it is not clear what the causative agent of autoimmune disease is, the large

number of reported cases of autoimmune disease following genetic vaccination is

extremely concerning.

The very mechanism of gene vaccines that causes one’s own cells to produce the antigens

of pathogens carries the risk of inducing autoimmune diseases, which cannot be

completely avoided even if mRNA pseudouridylation technology is used.

In this context, individuals with a positive blood test for spike protein may need to have

interviews and additional tests for autoimmune disease indicators, such as antinuclear

antibodies.

Alternatively, if the amino acid sequence of the protein resulting from the frameshift is

predictable, these candidate proteins could be included in the initial mass spectrometry

assay. In any case, it is particularly important to develop tests and establish medical care

settings in anticipation of these situations.”

Proposals for Managing Blood Collection

The authors outline several speciNc proposals for managing blood collection and blood products

from individuals who have received genetic “vaccines.” Given the variety of blood-related

abnormalities observed post-jab, the researchers argue that rigorous and precautionary measures

in blood handling and transfusion practices have now become a necessity.

A key part of the proposal involves conducting thorough interviews with potential blood donors.

These interviews should cover their vaccination status, number of doses received, their COVID-19

infection history, and any symptoms they might be experiencing that could indicate conditions like

post-vaccination syndrome (PVS), long-COVID or other complications.

The researchers also recommend deferral periods for blood collected from COVID jab recipients —

48 hours for mRNA shots and six weeks for AstraZeneca DNA jab recipients. A series of tests are

also proposed to ensure the safety of collected blood, including:

Mass spectrometry to measure spike protein

content

PCR for detecting the presence of spike

protein mRNA and DNA

Testing for markers associated with

autoimmune disorders

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Immunophenotyping Liquid biopsies combined with proteomics to

detect and quantify spike protein and its mRNA

The authors also note that policies and procedures must be constantly revised as new risks and

problems with blood products derived from mRNA and DNA jab recipients are identiNed.

Ensuring Safety of Current Blood Products

The paper also reviews strategies to ensure the safety of blood products already collected,

highlighting the complex challenges that medical institutions, regulatory bodies, and the broader

healthcare ecosystem must navigate in the wake of widespread use of mRNA injections.

The primary concern is the risk posed to patients by the use of blood products from donors who

have received gene-based injections without conNrming the presence or absence of spike proteins

or modiNed mRNA. To ensure their safety, methods to quantify potential contaminants must be

developed and implemented as soon as possible.

Another critical issue that must be addressed is the current lack of reliable methods to remove

spike proteins or modiNed mRNA from blood products. The authors warn that, given the potential

persistence, low solubility, heat resistance, and radiation resistance of these components, current

methodologies are inadequate for the job. The only solution, they say, is to discard all blood

products found to contain these contaminants until effective removal techniques are established.

Researchers Call for Widespread Blood Testing

Additionally, the researchers call for widespread testing of both jabbed and unjabbed to assess the

potential transmission of spike proteins through exosomes (so-called shedding).

“It cannot be denied that the spike protein and its
modified genes can be transmitted through
exosomes.” ~ Ueda et al.

As noted by the authors:

“… when exosomes collected from vaccine recipients were administered to mice that had

not been vaccinated with the genetic vaccine, the spike protein was transmitted.

Therefore, it cannot be denied that the spike protein and its modi9ed genes can be

transmitted through exosomes. For this reason, we suggest that full testing be done

initially, regardless of genetic vaccination status, and that a cohort study be conducted to

quickly capture the full picture …

In addition … it cannot be ruled out that even those who have not been vaccinated with the

genetic vaccine, but have had long COVID, may have residual spike proteins or 9brin-

derived microthrombi in their bodies, so it would be advisable to conduct the same testing

and follow-up as for genetic vaccine recipients.

The presence or absence and amount of anti-nucleocapsid antibodies as well as antibody

isotypes may be an indicator(s) in distinguishing whether genetic vaccination or long

COVID is the cause. In any case, these cohort studies are expected to help establish cutoff

values for blood levels of spike protein and other substances to determine the safety of

blood products.

Faksova et al. conducted a large cohort study of 99 million people using a multinational

Global Vaccine Data NetworkTM (GVDN®) and found a signi9cantly increased risk of

myocarditis, pericarditis, Guillain-Barre syndrome, and cerebral venous sinus thrombosis in

genetic vaccine recipients.”

Ensuring the traceability of blood products and establishing a rigorous legal and regulatory

framework to manage the myriad issues arising from the use of blood products derived from COVID

jabbed individuals are also paramount. This includes creating systems for the registration of all

potential donors, ensuring the traceability of blood products, and conducting recipient outcome

studies.

Call to Pause: Evaluating the Risks and BeneLts of Genetic Vaccines for a
Safer Future

In conclusion, the authors point out that if we continue using mRNA-LPN-based platforms to

replace conventional vaccines or create new ones, then the risks to our blood and bone marrow

supply will be augmented further.

“The impact of these genetic vaccines on blood products and the actual damage caused by

them are unknown at present,” they write.

“Therefore, in order to avoid these risks and prevent further expansion of blood

contamination and complication of the situation, we strongly request that the vaccination

campaign using genetic vaccines be suspended and that a harm-bene9t assessment be

carried out as early as possible, as called for by Fraiman et al.  and Polykretis et al.

[T]he health injuries caused by genetic vaccination are already extremely serious, and it is

high time that countries and relevant organizations take concrete steps together to identify

the risks and to control and resolve them.”
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66stanggirl
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Pre-COVID, I had been donating blood at local drives a couple times a year. After I found out that unvaxxed people were asking for clean,
unvaxxed blood like mine, and the Red Cross was refusing to separate it, I stopped. I got emails, texts and calls constantly from the Red
Cross and one day I answered and told them exactly why I no longer donate and the person on the other end had no words. Silence. They
muttered that they would have to look into that, I told them to stop contacting me and I walked away. Not sure if they have changed
anything at this point because I washed my hands of it. I have a universal donor friend and if I know in advance that I ever need blood, I
will ask her or donate my own. Looking at all of the damage these clot shots have done, it is irresponsible and dangerous to put vaxxed
blood in anyone at all.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM
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Same here. I was treated like a germy dangerous thing when I went to donate. Those who had been vaxxed were no longer required
to wear a mask. That is when I should have walked out. Then I read about shedding and realized it was more dangerous for me to
be near them.. No more donations, I am keeping my blood to myself and staying away from people who are contaminated. We
were called some horrible things by the government and then now former friends who followed their lead. Nope, there is no forgive
and forget. It is I have learned my lesson.
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The Rapid Pass for the American Red Cross question 79. Have you EVER had a Coronavirus (Covid-19) vaccine? Then it states at
the bottom if you answered yes call an 800 number to determine if this will affect your eligibility.  I'm looking for another place to
donate.
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off subject. i believe the red cross is as evil as the UN AND THATS bad. yes that’s a good idea to donate your own blood for
yourself.
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66stanggirl, the Red Cross is a business not a philanthropic organization. Collecting blood is very lucrative. Ask any military
veteran about the Red Cross. Many know from experience. I too used to donate. My card had a few gallons. Then as luck would
have it I needed a few pints. I paid over $800 per pint. I was under the impression that my donations over the years gave me some
kind of credit balance. NOT TRUE. They did the same thing for a long time when HIV Nrst showed up. They were not supposed to
accept blood from HIV infected people but they did, never tested it and many people were infected. The Red Cross is a business,
nothing more. And when we think about it, a dangerous business.
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I am not jabbed and have donated to Red Cross & Vitalant. Both send me constant emails asking for more. I live in Ecuador. Cruz
Roja will not take my blood without a MD's request because I am too old. They will not take blood from 75+. I give blood as soon as
I hit US. I want to reduce iron toxicity. Since they ask the ???s of jab status and take unjabbed blood it must be of some
importance. I would not worry much if I needed blood. I am too old for the long term consequences from prions or nanparticles
and there are ways to deal with the spike protein. I would worry about tranfusions to the young, but solving an immediate death
threat is more important.
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Researchers Call for Urgent Action to Address Mass
Contamination of Blood Supply

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

Japanese researchers warn of the risks of using blood from mRNA COVID vaccine

recipients, highlighting potential deadly effects and the need for urgent action to

secure the global blood supply



Blood contaminated with prion-like structures from the spike protein raises the risk

of inducing fatal neurodegenerative diseases in recipients. The potential

transmission of harmful proteins through exosomes ("shedding") and the risk of

autoimmune diseases due to the vaccines' mechanism and components like lipid

nanoparticles (LNPs) are other major concerns



Proposals for managing blood collection include rigorous donor interviews, deferral periods, and a suite of tests to ensure the safety of

blood products



The researchers advocate for comprehensive testing of both jabbed and unjabbed individuals to assess the safety of blood products and

suggest discarding blood products contaminated with spike proteins or modiNed mRNA until effective removal methods have been

developed



They call for suspending all gene-based “vaccines” and conducting a rigorous harm-beneNt assessment in light of the serious health

injuries reported. They also urge countries and organizations to take concrete steps to address and mitigate the already identiNed risks
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Good choice! The Red Cross is an extremely corrupt organization using crises, real or fake for proNt.
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jdhunt1288
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There is a great organization called Blessed By His Blood that lines up unvaxxed donors with people needing blood transfusions.
Well worth joining. My daughter may need a blood transfusion and we have been working with this organization in the Houston Tx
area.
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM
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I was a phlebotomist nurse and took blood donations back in 1995. Everything was very strict at the time. I stopped donating
maybe 10 years ago. I found out that 90% or more of all donations are sold to a company that fractionates the blood and sells it to
pharmaceutical companies. They then put that blood into their medications. Imagine that!!!. Eating and drinking another person's
blood. Between that and almost every medication having polyethylene glycol in it. I will not even take an aspirin or tylenol any
more. I refuse all pharmaceuticals, even Novocaine at the dentist.. And watch out with your food. Many have senomyx, which is
derived from an aborted fetal line. They want to cannibalize us or turn us into cannibals. The article about this is no where to be
found. They have covered it up and say the the fetal line is not fetal tissue. Semantics, as usual.
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There are several places that now deal with the vital need of unvaccinated blood donors. I have not yet done a deep dive on these
organizations, donated nor have I needed to use one so I can't speak to how they function but it's certainly a good place to start.
www.purebloodregistry.com https://safeblood.ch/en/  I believe the need for unvaccinated blood will only grow. I hope this helps
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Contamination of the blood of people and animals by “vaccines” that is transmitted through blood donations, meat and air. Humanity
faces a great threat that will cause illness and death for the glory and beneNt of the pharmaceutical industry and government institutions.
Japanese researchers published a pre-print article warning of the risks associated with using blood from Covid-vaccinated people for
blood transfusions and calling on medical professionals to be aware of these risks. Many countries around the world have reported that
so-called genetic vaccines such as those using modiNed mRNA encoding the spike protein and lipid nanoparticles as a drug delivery
system have resulted in post-vaccination thrombosis and subsequent cardiovascular damage, as well as a wide variety of vaccines.

variety of diseases that affect all organs and systems, including the nervous system.---In connection with Dr. Mercola: 1) Spike protein
contamination.--- 2). Contamination with amyloid aggregates and microthrombi formed by spike proteins.-- 3) Events attributable to a
decrease in the donor's immune system and immune abnormalities due to immune imprinting or class change to IgG4, etc., resulting
from multiple doses of genetic vaccines..-- 4) Lipid nanoparticles (“LNPs”) and pseudouridinated mRNA (mRNA vaccines only) 5)
Contamination with aggregated red blood cells or platelets.-- 6) Memory B cells that produce IgG4 and IgG4 produced from them..-- The
authors called for the vaccination campaign with genetic vaccines to be suspended and for a harm-beneNt assessment to be carried out
as soon as possible.
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Remember that 70% of embalmers report encountering rare blood clots as of mid-2021. Acute onset problems in young children.
Funeral directors and embalmers in the US and UK have gone public with shocking descriptions of highly unusual blood clots in up
to 85% of the bodies in their care, a “massive increase” compared to the time before the COVID-19 vaccine, when it was normal
Clots can be found in 5% to 10% of those who die. A case report from Germany presenting autopsy results of a man who died after
receiving three doses of the "gene-based" COVID-19 vaccine (one AstraZeneca, two PNzer) over a seven-month period clearly
revealed The presence of the spike protein in both the brain and the heart, and particularly in the cells of small blood vessels, is
conclusive in the COVID-19 vaccine.

Rampant clotting and the disturbing science Nction appearance of clots “long Nbrous entities that can completely block a vein or
artery,” which Hirschman compares to squid, rubber bands, spaghetti, worms or parasites are just some of the concerns that raise
questions. on the safety of the blood supply.

The FDA, which oversees vaccines, accepts immediate donations from anyone who has received one of the mRNA or other types
of COVID. -19 vaccines available in the US, as long as the person says they “have no symptoms and feel well.”---------
expose-news.com/2024/03/19/risks-of-blood-transfusions-from-vaccinated..  (2024).--
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/blood-clots-embalmers-report-mid-2..  (2024).--
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/us-blood-supply-tainted-transfusio..  (2022).--
www.globalresearch.ca/us-meat-supply-may-soon-widely-contaminated-mrna..  (2023).--
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Jeez Louweez Gui, just a little bit more than a day late and a dollar short...nice of at least someone catching up with all the Former
Tin Foil Hats Crowd...once again. The difference between a Conspiracy Theory and the Truth, about a year, or few, (too many.)
Some vindication is just Nne but is Doc going to get made whole? How about huge number of Dr's, Researchers, Concerned Parties
such as Dr. Judy, McCollough, Malone, Korey, Kirsch, to many to cover, and the many more coming on board along the way.

How much more proof is needed to play God in labs using the excuse well these things might develop on their own in the dark,
nasty, Dis-ease spewing Nature, so we have to develop them to make "cures." Thing is in Creation/Nature such things even if they
do develop into severe, death dealing Dis-ease, they don't stay that way. They temper the worst of their effects in order to continue
to survive. And, we can Nnd more then one example where some Dis-ease have upgraded/evolved our bodies.

Being as the Jabs are still being promoted as a resounding success, it is also hard not to believe the other big concern - this is all
part of a Depopulation Agenda. If it is, then it certainly seems to be a big success in those terms. Also in concert with The New
Gods Narrative is another of their agenda - regaining the Trust. Translated - recapture a Captured Narrative, forget doing anything
Trustworthy. Full Speed Ahead With the Speed of Science - Corrupted. Corruption is the Dis-ease needing Curing.
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Not only for the glory of the pharmaceutical industry but also the work of satanists and globalists who do the work of the
Antichrist, the Man of Sin as spoken of by St. Paul. We are most certainly in the times of the Apocalypse, as spoken of by Christ
and St. John the Evangelist. I would like to ask you about the work of Dr. Lee Merritt, themedicalrebel.com who seems to be saying
that it is the parasites in the covid injections, and not just the covid injections, that are the source of greatest concern. She talks
about using Ivermectin and taking herbal anti parasitic remedies to keep us free from parasites. I would like to hear your opinion
on that. Forgive me if you have written about this but I don't always get the time to read all the comments.
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Great points Just look for reliable, well-documented sources of information and a rigorous analysis of reality. Awakening means
that the individual is living life responsibly towards others, but without undermining the right to freedom. It means seeing the truth.
Not awakening means living in a state of conformity, accepting oMcial statements and orders, following those orders, Ntting in,
acting normally, adapting, behaving according to stimulus-response. Knowing reality and sharing it with others is the bridge for
unity in the Nght against deception. As a result of this tyrannical control, citizens around the world began to rebel against the
tyrannical mandates and restrictions of their governments that had nothing to do with public health, freedom and people's rights.

Humanity faces a totalitarian regime without limits, where the globalist elite is promoting Agenda 2023 along with the visions of
the UN to enslave humanity. WEF is an inXuential "NGO" that has never been voted on that has accumulated power and money like
no other NGO in the world. It has formed a network of organizations and billionaires that constitute a criminal network.

“The power a government takes, it will never voluntarily give back, and abuse of that power and the rules of a totalitarian
government will encourage them to do worse next time.” We need to build “a new model for allowing dissent to Xourish, Xourish,
germinate, grow,” Kennedy said, based on an entirely new set of institutions, including schools, hospitals and media outlets. The
main advantage of democracy over totalitarianism, Kennedy said, is that it allows for open debate, so that the best ideas can be
expressed, encouraged and implemented.”
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Also the UK's National Health Service has received its fair share of criticism for a variety of things over the years. Newly
discovered documents from 1980 and 1981 have shown that NHS oMcials deliberately put patients at risk by transfusing them
with contaminated blood, and some 2,000 people died as a direct result of their disregard for human life. In total, about 7,500
people were infected with hepatitis. Many also became infected with HIV thanks to the dirty practices of the NHS. And if that alone
wasn't enough, evidence shows that these bureaucrats planned to use their victims as test subjects to pioneer new testing
methods for hepatitis. Essentially, the NHS was creating its own human guinea pigs for experimentation.
www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-4662690/Patients-infected-contamina..
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Yes paultdale. Also considering preventive natural medicine and early treatments, with protection of people at risk would have
ended this Plandemic a long time ago. Doctors and scientists who Nght against the science of lies and misinformation are
attacked in their profession and social life. The protocol for Covid treatment has been to deny treatment until the patient becomes
life-threateningly ill and is admitted to a hospital.  Within the hospital, the protocol is to deny patients safe and effective treatments
with HCQ and ivermectin. Many patients end up dead on ventilators.  Audio from WCH World Ivermectin Day Live Event 20230729:
Top experts from around the world share the science, while happy patients and their families share stories of miraculous
recoveries, and others share dark memories from hospitals and governments who handed down death sentences while blocking
access to safe medicine. drtrozzi.org/2023/08/01/contrasting-ivermectin-with-covid-19-vaccines/  (01/08/2023)
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Dr. Pierre Kory has been trying to tell the United States and the world that ivermectin is highly effective in preventing COVID-19. On
January 5, following the release of the “sixteenth positive and statistically signiNcant trial” reinforcing the effectiveness of the
affordable drug, Kory reiterated the same message. Vermectin is a Nobel Prize-winning drug about which the Journal of
Antibiotics wrote in 2017: "Few, if any, medications can compete with ivermectin for its beneNcial impact on human health and
well-being." Before it was used in animals, to be clear, ivermectin was developed and approved for human use. It's not just "horse
paste," as the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) stated in an August 21, 2021 tweet denouncing its public use for Covid.
www.medincell.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/PR-results-TTG-VF-EN.pdf  (2023).------------- https:
//www.uncoverdc.com/2023/02/10/gold-standard-rct-from-gates-funded-company-proves-ivermectin-works-against-covid/
(2023).
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Absolutely "spot on" as usual. Now that Tony Fauci and all of his crony's, Big Pharma, the MSM, our very own government and most
of the medical establishment have found the long proposed method of using vaccinations to control the population of the globe,
Pandora's Box has been opened; never to be closed again. With the control of the global blood supply in the hands of questionable
organizations there is no hope of ever going back to before Covid. I read and here outrageous comments that only 15 million
residents of the U.S.

have died from the (Covid/mRNA shots). They have no clue how many have dies since the beginning of 2020. It does not matter
anymore since the perpetrators of this massive biological war against humanity have not even been arrested despite daily
evidence of cover-up being released. If anybody was even a little bit serious about dealing with the mass murder of tens of millions
of human beings with a drug fully intended to kill not heal people it would have started at least a year ago.

Fauci's experiments with virus gain-of-function research and turning it over to the Chinese government is crime enough to order
his and his co-conspirators executions. However all we get is lip service. The death count related to the mRNA poison serums will
never be known because of the way the Jab was intended to work. The very quick deaths; sometimes within hours or days of
injection was a shock to the perpetrators. The shot was intended to severely stress the human immune system by the creation of
the spike protein invaders.

When stressed highly enough the victim would then succumb to any one of a hundred different diseases the person already has
immunity against. This was the real plan so that the deaths could not be blamed on Covid or the drugs. Every day for 2 years
people of all ages, from teens to 50 year olds are dying suddenly. This is not normal. Many countries reporting increases in
fatalities to be highest in countries that were highly vaccinated
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Thank you Maxxon, your complaints are absolutely true. Humanity faces a pattern of falsehoods and attacks on integrity. Bill Gates
is the king of pandemics, vaccines, fake meat, pesticide agriculture, farmer slavery and all biotechnologies of destruction and
death. According to a report by Dr. Mercola, in "The Corbett Report" independent journalist James Corbett reviews the content of
Bill Gates' book, "How to Prevent the Next Pandemic." “It is as infuriating, nauseating, ridiculous, laughable and laughable as one
could imagine. wait,” he says. “This is a ridiculous book...

There is certainly nothing of medical or scientiNc value here... It is a baxing book even from a propaganda perspective... Gates'
goal in writing the book is to disarm the public and prepare us to accept the agenda that Gates and his allies would like to impose
on the world. “Ultimately, what it is about is getting the general public's support, or at least the general public's understanding, of
the developing biosafety agenda.” Dr Masanori Fukushima, Japan's top oncologist, has described the Wuhan coronavirus
(COVID-19) vaccines as “a work of evil” that led to the murder of thousands of people.

The senior oncologist noted that “turbocancers” a type “previously unseen by doctors” that progresses extremely rapidly and are
usually in stage four at the time of diagnosis have begun to appear after the vaccine rollout. These “turbocancers” are emerging
alongside excess mortality due to cancer in general, which Fukushima said cannot be explained solely by lost opportunities for
screening or treatment during the COVID-19 pandemic.
www.lifesitenews.com/news/japans-most-senior-cancer-doctor-covid-shots..  (05/14/2024).—
expose-news.com/.../bill-gates-bioterrorist  (05/262022)
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Former CDC Director Dr. RedNeld just admitted on television that several Americans are “pretty sick and never had Covid, but they
are sick from the vaccine.” Let's let that sink in for a moment. We are talking about a doctor who was in charge of the Centers for
Disease Control and confessed that spike protein injections are dangerous and that the entire medical community knew it since
the launch, but kept it hidden so as not to lose. public conNdence” in the CDC and FDA. That's like revealing that hamburgers or
milk are toxic and deadly, but the food industry doesn't tell the public because it doesn't want to lose trust in the government
agencies that oversee food safety.

Health agencies lack transparency because they are corrupt to the core, it's that simple. If the medical industry were honest, then
instead of claiming that tens of millions of Americans “died with Covid,” they would properly list the data for this plandemic as
“Died although vaccinated against Covid” and “Died from Covid although vaccinated against Covid.” ” or “Died unexpectedly after
Covid vaccine.” Dr. RedNeld lamented the loss of public trust because health agencies hid the truth about the dangers of mRNA
injections, so that most Americans would remain in the dark about spike protein syndrome, until that it was too late.

Cardiovascular-Kidney-Metabolic (CKM) Syndrome Is Sweeping the Nation - Research Reveals 90% of Americans Likely Suffer
from Spike Protein Syndrome armageddonprose.substack.com/p/mysterious-brand-new-heart-syndrome  (05/13/2024).--
www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/ex-cdc-director-says-its-high-time-admit-si..  (05/20/2024).- -
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Hope on the horizon. The World Health Council (WCH) has issued cease and desist orders to the globalist World Health
Organization (WHO) for its criminal actions during the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The WCH issued four such
orders to the global health body's oMcials: Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, COVID-19 Technical Director Dr. Maria
Van Kerkhoven, Head of Clinical Care Dr. Janet Diaz and chief scientist Jeremy Farrar. The orders required the WHO to stop
spreading misinformation; publicly apologize for the harm caused by his recommendation of mRNA injections and withdrawal of
effective COVID-19 treatments; and offer reparations for the latter.

According to the WCH, the four have orchestrated serious human rights violations around the world and helped orchestrate the
largest premeditated mass murder and assault in history. "We demand that, effective immediately, you cease and desist any
further actions that involve false and fraudulent communications to governments, causing or resulting in further cases of the type
of catastrophic outcomes described above," the WCH wrote.
www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/world-council-for-health-delivers-cease-a..  (05/17/2024).-
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Researchers warn that these prion diseases may be transmissible now, through blood and organ transplants from people
negatively affected by mRNA vaccines. These infectious prion conditions can cause ALS, anterior temporal lobe degeneration,
Alzheimer's disease, and other degenerative neurological diseases. According to the medical literature, many new cases have
occurred after the administration of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines. Because prions rapidly destroy similar types of proteins, the
disease can be transmissible if an individual is exposed to organs or blood that are already affected by prions.

One of the faulty processes in COVID-19 vaccine manufacturing occurs during codon “optimization.” In COVID-19 vaccines, when
uracil is replaced with synthetic methylpseudouridine, a process called frameshifting occurs, causing a decoding error. This failure
triggers the production of aberrant proteins or off-target prions. Because of all the illnesses caused by C-19 “vaccines,” former
CNN anchor Chris Cuomo suddenly becomes an anti-vaxxer and speaks for the Nrst time about his vaccine injury. Cuomo
interviewed nurse practitioner Sean Barcavage, who was featured in a recent NYT article about vaccine injuries.

Introduction from Cuomo: “We know that vaccines can have unintended consequences, also known as side effects, but no one
really talks about it because they are too afraid of blame. They just want it to go away. But the problem is that people like Sean and
me and millions of others who still have strange things in their blood tests, and their lives and their feelings, physically, are not
going to go away.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-shots-contagious-dementia-co..  (01/05/2024).—
revolver.news/.../chris-cuomo-covid-jab-injury  (06/05/2024).--
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Do you have information on the long-term harm from the J&J shot which I think was not an mRNA based product?
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J&J's vaccine uses a harmless adenovirus vector designed to carry the “genetic code” for the surface spike protein. Once the
adenovirus enters cells, it uses that code to make spike proteins. The vaccine, known as JNJ-78436735 or Ad26.COV2.S, is a type
26 adenovirus modiNed to produce the SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein. This adenovirus vaccine is used as a single intramuscular
injection and when it enters a cell it produces the vaccine protein, but it cannot replicate within the cell or cause disease. As a
member of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), Kory helped develop FLCCC's post-vaccine treatment protocol
called I-RECOVER.

Since the protocol is continually updated as more data becomes available, your best option is to download the latest version
directly from the FLCCC website On this website you have general treatments against C-19 vaccines.
covid19criticalcare.com/protocol/i-recover-post-vaccine-treatment/  .--- Other treatments and remedies that may be helpful for
COVID needlestick injuries from Dr. Mercola include: 1) Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, especially in cases of stroke, heart attack,
autoimmune and/or neurodegenerative diseases.

For more information, see "Hyperbaric Therapy: A Very Underutilized Treatment Modality." 2) Reduce your Omega-6 consumption.
Linoleic acid is consumed in ten times the ideal amounts by more than 95% of the population and contributes to massive oxidative
stress that impairs the immune response. Seed oils and processed foods should be diligently avoided. You can check my previous
post for more information.
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3) Pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, which improves mitochondrial respiration and aids in mitochondrial repair. It is actually
the parent molecule of hydroxychloroquine. A dose of 15 to 80 milligrams a day could go a long way toward resolving some of the
fatigue that many suffer after the jab. 4) It can also be useful in acute strokes. The main contraindication is if you have a G6PD
deNciency (an inherited genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue at all. For more information, see "The
Surprising Health BeneNts of Methylene Blue." 5) Near infrared light as it triggers melatonin production in your mitochondria 18
where you need it most.

By removing reactive oxygen species, it also helps improve mitochondrial function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% infrared
radiation, 19 so this treatment is available for free. For more information, see "What you should know about melatonin." 6)
Lumbrokinase and serrapeptidase are Nbrinolytic enzymes taken on an empty stomach one hour before or two hours after to help
reduce the risk of blood clots.
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If you're going to have surgery, donate your own blood. (Ask your surgeon how much blood to give and how much is adequate time to
recover before your surgery.)  Make sure you advise the hospital and your surgeon of your wishes in writing: via e-mail well in advance of
your surgery and request in your e-mail their e-mailed acknowledgment of receipt! Also print out a hard copy of this e-mail, bring it with
you to the hospital on the day of your surgery--lest anyone "forget". Have your surgeon sign it, then put that original signed copy in a safe
place (have a friend or relative take it with them off premises). Give a copy to the surgeon.
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Great advice. Thanx!
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Great advice. Thanx!
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Maybe also do like Dr. Mercola has recommended and send a notarized letter with a return receipt to the hospital administrator
ountlining your requirements during your hospital stay. He’ll make sure your wishes are followed or be sued.
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As a cancer patient, 6 years with metastatic renal cell carcinoma (no jab), my brother is unable to do autologous blood donation
prior to an upcoming surgery next month. His wife, who is O negative, the universal donor, expressed her desire to give blood for
him but was advised there were "too many hoops to jump through" for this to happen. As an RN of 41 years, I lost my temper when
I was told of this absolute lie. This article has provided me with so much more information that I had been unable to Nnd that I
have passed on the them.

My brother is still active doing the things he loves, has kept his sense of humor all through this journey but even he voiced
frustration with his care team. How dare they shirk their duty! When I became a nurse, the Nrst thing we were told was that we
WILL be a patient advocate, which I have been through all my years of nursing but, sadly, that does not seem to be the case
anymore. I have advised him to do all of the actions you mentioned except the autologous blood donation, SunnyRainbowHeart.
We all must stand together during these times.
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It's about time. I am not sure what can be done at this late stage, though--Pandora's box is wide open. It is expensive to have your own
blood saved in case of needing a transfusion. There is no guarantee that you would even be given your own blood anyway. Hospitals may
allow your blood to be drawn, but mix it in with other blood. All it takes is one person exposed to shedding to destroy the unjabbed blood
supply. Apparently, it is not expedient to keep each blood donation separate. There are logistical problems, many of which have to do with
cost. Yes, it looks like a plan for exterminating a large segment of the population. Stay healthy.
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Yes indeed. This is Bill Gates's 2000 speech, when he exposed his wet dream, coming to fruition.
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This is serious. Not only do Japanese researchers do not mess with these subjects, the Japanese also know how to wield things like
Japanese swords, like a Katana. The irony is that in 2021 famous researchers like the discoverer of aids Luc Montagnier warned in no
uncertain terms for problems like prion disease in a publication from 2023 Feb 11 inside Journal of Medical Science. Cureus :
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC9922164
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Yes, Japan leads the way in holding Big Pharma and politicians accountable for COVID vaccine genocide
twitter.com/.../1782380798127009793  (04/2024).-- BREAKING: CHD ASKS SUPREME COURT TO HEAR CASE ALLEGING FDA
MISUSED EMERGENCY POWER TO AUTHORIZE COVID SHOTS FOR CHILDREN
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-lawsuit-supreme-court-fda-emer..  (04/2024).- Professor Byram Bridle mentioned that
the spike protein was associated with the formation of Lewy bodies, which is linked to prion diseases. He expressed concern that
vaccines could cause prion diseases such as dementia, Alzheimer's and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

Several links to Jessica Rose's article on COVID vaccines and prion diseases. Stephanie Seneff on prion disease and COVID
vaccines. Bart Classen linking vaccines and prion diseases. stevekirsch.substack.com/.../proof-covid-vaccines-cause-prion  .---
jessicar.substack.com/.../prion-diseases-are-no-joke  .---- RUBBERY CLOTS & PRION-LIKE PROTEINS
drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/rubbery-clots-and-prion-like-proteins?utm_..
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What a lot of people might assume about this whole event/Plandemic, is that these Shots were never properly tested BEFORE the
Clinical Trials or before Billions lined up to take them..I'd contend/bet that THEY knew all along what these ALWAYS FAILED Gene
Therapy Therapeutics were going to do to the population & sold them as Novel/New Technology (plausible deniability instantly &
Hot Batches). Remember, these are the Psychopathic ScientiNc Chess-Master's of the World that see the long game, as it is these
are DOD Biological Weapons that were deployed upon ALL of Humanity (1960's orig.).

If I was a Military-man strategist, I'd have to know that only a percentage of my chosen enemies would line up to take the shots,
thus I'd be relying upon the products ability to infect those that wouldn't acquiesce via Shedding & thus, my concentration would be
to get a high enough percentage of the population to uptake the biologic and once I met a certain threshold of saturation, the
Biologic would do the rest & I've infected the entire populace-accomplishing my mission.

These prions/misfolded proteins/exosomes that are being shed by the inoculated; Not only effect the blood supply and create
blood clotts never before seen & etc., but prions are what causes "Mad Cow Disease", Creutzfeldt Jacob Diseases, various
Dementia's disorders. So, it makes me wonder about the state of things within the USA in the next 25-35 years, for the ENTIRE
adult population (jabbed & unjabbed), in combination with the ongoing Autism Epidemic i.e.

It's estimated that by 2030-32 EVERY OTHER Child Born in the USA will be Autistic! What will be the Average Mental State/Capacity
of the Average Human Being within the United States in around 2050? It's estimated, the Cost to care for those Autistic folks will
exceed the National Defense Budget in 2050, what about those now with Dementia & who will have the cognitive ability to know
better? Peace All & take Anti-virals/dewormers/MMS=CDS
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This concern was raised a while ago, along with other blood products and organ transplants, so it good that we are beginning to get
researched evidence to show the harms. We need to start an 'alternative blood bank' of uncontaminated blood as well as a list of
potential 'clean' donors. When will the medical profession own up to their part in this tragic episode in history? Who will be brave enough
to stick their head above the parapet to research a blood cleaning solution and how long will it take? Good luck!!!!!
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Hospitals and clinics were paid "bounties" by the government for every Covid case they could report. The more the cases the more
the intimidation to force people to take the "shot". It was a game to them. Doctors and nurses were mandated to take the shot or
else. I will bet the hospital oMcials in on the hoax didn't take it, or members of their families. And they made tens of millions all the
while the public was in chaos. This is the state of our "alleged health care system and participants". Even all the politicians that
made getting the shot a picture taking event received "saline solution" not the real stuff. Fauci's work for the DOD is what started
this entire thing. Politicians knew this too.
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I posted a reply up above. I've found two sources that work with unvaccinated blood. I haven't used either one or done a deep dive
into them but it's certainly a place to start  www.purebloodregistry.com https://safeblood.ch/en/
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And Bill Gates and Fauci still walk the earth.
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It might be tolerable if they were walking a 9 x 10 cell. Might be.
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Auron MacIntyre has a theory bout that. His book "Total State" came out earlier this month. Says evil humans like Gates, Fauci,
Schwab, etc are in the "managerial business class" who inXuence governments like USA's to inXict bad medical policy on its
citizens by spending lots of money they don't really have yet (vaccine development deNcit spending). Forrest Maready did his 13th
show on that topic on 25 May on Rumble, free to watch.
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The French solution is quick and cheap and fun to watch when their heads roll down the chute.. Make sure to buy popcorn..
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And considering the latest "bombshell" exposures last week of the emails between Fauci and his "comrades in crime" the only
person really keeping the pressure on them is Senator Rand Paul. I wish there were more but how many members of the U.S.
Congress made huge proNts from the stock they own in Big Pharma Jab products. They should all be rounded up an seriously dealt
with because Fauci and company are now the most proliNc mass murderers in the history of mankind.
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Can't believe we are this far into the 21st century and blood is stillbeing used in surgery. 24 years ago I suffered a ruptured spleen and
lost 2 liters of blood. Doctors used a non-blood substitute and I healed faster than if someone elses blood would have been used. When
given blood anit organ rejection drugs have be used and your body will ATTACK those foreign cells FIRST instead of healing your wounds.
 The main purpose blood is given is as a volume expander to keep your blood pressure up so your organs don't go into shock. Non-blood
expanders do the same thing w/o the risks of dirty blood. Any anesthesiologist knows this, however they make lots more $$$ giving you
blood instead.
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It's never been about advancements in "science" so much as what creates the most proNt for our owners. Look how they've
successfully blocked renewable energy sources, carburators which grant much more MPG were around when I was a teen back in
the '60's but since it affects revenue via gas taxes, they restrict the manufacturers' disseminating the tech. Cancers, auto immune
diseases etc. My extended family have been healed, (for reals, not remission being called "successful", but actually healed), In laws
- healed of melanomas, my wife, lung cancer, brother - diabetes.. Hoxey clinic, (now Bio Medical Center), hounded by Fishbein's
AMA until they were forced OUT of the U.S. into Tijuana... Fishbein, by the way was (s0elected to head up the AMA in SPITE of
NEVER working with a single patient - go Ngure.
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I knew a pint of blood used to cost $800 - $1000 ten years ago. I hate to think what it s today. Who says the Red Cross is a
humanitarian organization ???
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bananabob, "What is the speciNc name of the non-blood substitute? Do all hospitals have this?
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I have a good friend , who's unvaxed , who just had a transfusion due to a sudden acute kidney failure, caused by enlarged prostate
making it very hard to urinate. As a result he had low hemoglobin . So when I heard he was a given a transfusion I was angry that the
hospitals simply don't care about safe blood . Hospitals have become murder factories.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid Pandemic was a massive windfall for all the hospitals and clinics giving the shots and providing care. Mexico, where
Ivermectin can be purchased OTC had very few native Mexican cases. Thankfully Mexico they did not listen to our FDA or the WHO.
India, South Korea and several Scandinavian countries also preferred Ivermectin.
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Joined On 4/20/2024 3:49:33 PM
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American hospitals.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Careful now, don't listen to the nut job crank and his pre-Jab roll out predictions. (Lot's of ef bombs & a slight area Jimmy expresses
some will disagree with.) RFKJR's Jab prediction: www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Just, all planned in detail by the nefarious billionaire-led corporations (and government agencies aMliated with the
corporations) who were invited by the World Economic Forum/Gates Foundation. They are representatives of sociopathic,
multi-billion dollar, multinational corporate entities and government agencies that are working together and have well-hidden
common ulterior motives. These entities also don't give a damn about the pain that the bottom 99% have suffered due to the cruel
economic shutdown that the WEF and BMGF have managed to orchestrate, thanks to relentless media propaganda.

(70% of major media revenue (in non-election years) comes from big pharmaceutical and vaccine companies). The goal? The New
World Order (proclaimed by elites since at least President George Bush I, the "Internet of Things", toxic 5G wireless technology that
will further increase unemployment and starvation wages via driverless taxis , teachers...fewer schools, clinics without doctors in
“virtual healthcare” facilities, hospitals without nurses, forced vaccinations with batches of poorly tested, rushed and inevitably
toxic vaccines, workplaces without unions, poverty for the non-elites and not small businesses to compete with the technocratic
Amazons of billionaires, Microsofts, Wal-Marts, MacDonalds, Mercks, AT&Tss, Disney, CNN, etc., etc.

Event 201 was planned to occur 10 weeks before the coronavirus pandemic actually began near Anthony Fauci's NIAID-funded
high-security virology laboratory in Wuhan, China. Here is the following list of the participants and some of the conXicts of interest
of the BMGF, whose agenda is being talked about ad nauseum by all the talking heads of the gullible media, including MPR, WPR,
NPR, PBS. Etc. GGK www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/exercises/event201/players/
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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And these are the consequences. “Richard's Substack” reports that an “overwhelming wave of death” is coming our way that will
result in mass deaths, followed by mass destruction. “Governments, public health ministries and big pharma are not talking about
what is to come, because they are deeply complicit in despicable genocidal crimes, but there are a number of prominent,
world-class medical scientists who explain what is happening. coming in the coming years. In a few years: a tsunami of death, due
to the billions of so-called Covid-19 vaccines that were injected into hordes of victims in countries around the world,” the report
reads.

Richard Sauder, who runs the site, has a link to this Slay News article quoting Dr. Dolores Cahill, renowned scientist: All those
vaccinated against Covid 'will die in 3 to 5 years' who says that everyone who vaccinated against the Chinese virus, at least with
the mRNA variety (modRNA), they will die within three to Nve years. years, “even if they have only received one injection.”
slaynews.com/news/renowned-scientist-all-covid-vaxxed-will-die-3-5-yea..  (05/05/2024)
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TrudyG5
Joined On 5/6/2024 4:06:01 AM
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I think the powers that be WANT us infected with this stuff, so there is no incentive to protect us from getting it. Note that the medical
facilities already refuse to allow family to donate speciNcally to their own family.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You used to be able to donate to family and friends. I did it for a friend's daughter in the 1980s. I don't have to wonder why they
won't allow it anymore. "They" want everybody infected by any means necessary.
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rebvio1
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Also, if they don't separate vaxed from un-vaxed blood, or keep any such data, it blurs the difference between the vaxxed and the
un-vaxed. In other words, it hides the evidence.
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oh wow i didn’t know that. that was my Nrst thought upon reading this . well if their job is to kill us why would they offer solutions.
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cow79564
Joined On 7/5/2017 1:15:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rebvio1....BINGO....Not tracking/separating contaminated blood will cross infect the unvaccinated, creating the same
symptoms/disorders/diseases as the vaccinated, further blurring the lines of the damage/dangers/deaths caused by the
Experimental Gene Therapy Shots. Makes sense, it's how THEY handled the "Control(s)" that were in the mRNA Pseudo-Clinical
Trials that got the shots approved in the 1st place e.g. The Controls within the trials were inoculated within 6 months of the trials
beginning...lol! Such quackery, snake-oil-pseudo-science, corruption at the highest levels, not even science is Safe or Effective any
longer...hasn't been for over 125+ YEARS....really. How long have THEY been SUPRRESSING NATURAL CANCER CURES....125+
YEARS!!! Peace All
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kgsteig
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:41:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just had surgery, it was an emergency, I requested unvaxed blood. This is what I was told, you have to gather doners at least 4 weeks
prior and it would cost an additional $500 per unit. I needed 4 units but no time to wait, would have paid the money gladly, but proceeded
with regret. Thank God my surgeon used a process called saver blood, they collect your blood as you loose it, Nlter it and feed it back into
you. I am still a pure blood.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would not want blood from ANYONE period! There are alternatives to blood transfusions. Jehovah Witnesses' use said alternatives all
the time as they do not accept blood transfusions or blood products. The organization's Elders work with hospital oMcials to ensure that
alternatives(non blood products) to blood are available for Witnesses for surgery and emergency situations.
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September
Joined On 11/23/2007 1:25:24 AM
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catladyjan, What is the exact name of these non-blood products?
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Truther4trump
Joined On 11/14/2016 11:25:38 AM
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Whoda thunk it? The only thing I am allergic to is the USA medical system ran by big pharma.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM
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That is Bill Gates's "wet dream" come true.
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Weknow
Joined On 4/20/2024 3:49:33 PM
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We bought Ivermectin OTC in the Yucatan state in Mexico. Amazing God made cure!! Keep it handy.
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win99280
Joined On 11/20/2020 6:03:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't this vaxxed blood just as bad for the owner of said blood? As an unvaxxed person I understand the concern, and hope to god I never
need surgery, but I can't feel good about it while most of my family and friends were vaxxed.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, absolutely the vaxxed blood is bad for the owner, that fact is still avoided in main stream media and politics. General
knowledge may be what causes an upraising if the vaxxed are not too disabled to organize it.
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N_b2054
Joined On 1/29/2021 3:17:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i also have siblings that were vaxxed. we all made are own choice. i’m not smart but i can read. the clincher for me was when bill
got up and told the world that it wouldn’t go back to normal until almost everyone gets vacinated(jab). he’s not a doc not a scientist
(even a bad one) not a good pharmacist. oh that’s right HE IS A EUGENSIST!!
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meehan2661
Joined On 1/12/2011 10:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately most of older generation aged 70 plus that I have encountered still trust the system. Is shedding real for the unvaccinated?
I have read it is.. Is the presence of graphene oxide in your system diagnosed from an ART session (energy muscle testing) proof of that?
Hopefully I get to see this system dismantled.. Front line detox.
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Weknow
Joined On 4/20/2024 3:49:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not. I'm 75 healthy and active. The last vax I took was 68 for the Hong Kong Xu. None since. Nada. If God didn't make it....I don't
take it! How much is a pint of PureBloods Blood? Asking for a friend!? Gracias Dios!!
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dia1910
Joined On 12/31/2020 8:08:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I have noticed that, too. Out of about twenty 70+ persons in our church, only two (including myself) have not taken any of the
jabs. Some took one and were done. Some took several and are done. Most will take every one that comes out. I think a lot of
people are just afraid to say "NO" to their doctors.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM
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There are a lot of us who do not trust the system. We were the "down with the establishment" folks of the late 60s and early 70s. I
was lulled into complacency for a time, although I stayed away as much as possible, most of the time. Civil disobedience is very
easy for older people....It is becoming a retirement hobby.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thats true, my sister in law (is 79) and has just had her 7th covid jab. I asked her why she is still taking them - her answer was I've
taken all the others and am Nne may as well have this one too. She has had several bouts of colds (covid) and is complaining her
bpm are now only 47 instead of in the 60 to 100 range? Could that be a sign of something caused by the jabs?
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Otorongo
Joined On 4/16/2008 12:33:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depends what you mean by the "older generation" I will have to respectfully disagree. There is no rhyme or reason, age, gender,
generation , ethnicity, profession, or type of person that can be generalized to have taken the shot. It spans all categories of
people. I have heard that more educated people were likely to have taken it, but I don't know how true that is. It is just plain
shocking to see how many people you thought you knew that took the shot and changed. Friends and family, co-workers and
church families were all divided.

There will always be more people that were duped and fewer that are awake than those that are willing or able to wake up. There
are no generalizations here. The realization is that people were asleep, in various ways and cannot wake up. Even to what is right in
their faces. Even if it means the death of them and their loved ones. Sad is all I can say. Do not fear, be anxious or angry. These
emotions affect your immune system and your health. Protect yourselves and Pray.
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rinske
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good morning everyone. Usually I just read. And I read a lot from alternate news-sites and items posted on sites outside of the regular
Ut/Fb/Gl stuff. FYI - Del Bigtree went to a foreign country for blood products to treat him early in this pandemic - he knew it then!
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czd5979
Joined On 7/16/2016 1:11:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which country?
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NightSkies
Joined On 2/15/2021 9:18:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Del’s surgery was done in Mexico. At the time Mexico separated and registered unvaxed blood supplies.
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cow79564
Joined On 7/5/2017 1:15:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mexico .....They were separating the Vaxxed-from unVaxxed blood from the beginning from what I understood, if I heard Del
correctly or very soon after the shots started. The Mexican Govt. new something was wrong or were listening to their experts.
MMS-CDS-Miracle Mineral Supplement was used quite a bit to treat/cure those with Covid, since it's a penny anti-cure you make in
your kitchen for yourself. So, they were in the know of DOZENS of Latin American Countries adopting alternative treatments to
WMIC. Peace
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Especially in light of todays article Jab devastation Is Not a Partisan Issue. The stench of the Rotting Corpse of those Corporate Captured
cannot produce enough don't look at this, look at what we want you to focus on. Because of these new additions to what we have already
witnessed the following is what should be the start to enforce Justice. The Hill and Fauci right hand man's revelations.
www.youtube.com/watch
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sco3869
Joined On 3/2/2017 8:01:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another downstream cost of the current medical system. Isn’t it interesting, that the cost is born by the victims. This is what we get when
we ask governments to manage healthcare.
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Catlu1732
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am usually far behind all of you, have nothing brilliant to say, (having smarts), but let me add this. It was early in the scamdemic that
either a doctor or it might even have been a chiropractor (he got involved when his always healthy 52-year-old father-in-law died from
so-called covid in the hospital). Anyway, it was one of them that showed two slides, side by side, of a CBC. One was normal, the other was
loaded with these weird looking things, and that was the crap in the clot shot. I knew then what was coming. I called our local blood
collection company (don't know what to call them) and without telling the guy why I was calling, I asked if they were asking people if they
had the 'vaccination' when they donate, and he said he was just the guy answering the phone and didn't know.

From there people were thinking the same thing and were trying to make sure their loved one in the hospital didn't get 'tainted' blood. Just
like everything else to do with the scam, medical personnel seemed to be completely unaware of the possibility. But I Ngured Bill Gates'
prophecy into this. He wanted only 500 million people left and this would continue that, with the risk of no 'clean?' blood replacement
when needed.
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wkhulse38
Joined On 11/3/2020 3:39:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IMHO: If these Prions and other carry overs from the Fauci/Gates/CCP/Biden "great gifts to humanity" it seems to me we should either do
a more thorough testing of donors/samples before accepting them as donors, else give up using transfusions except for dire
emergencies where death is certain if a transfusion is not done.
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ibdriving
Joined On 5/9/2016 1:56:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have we any hope of changing our world? A majority took the jab. Unvaxxed were Nred and riduculed. Mask refusers were kept out of
social settings. Now Mercola's early answer to Covid is being proved correct every day. But social media still restricts search results or
allowed postings. How do we stand together or even survive the extreme changes to our water, food and freedoms? Just started
watching a doc series called "Europa the last battle". Kinda Nlls in the back story of where we are today. I don't know if any of it is true, but
interesting.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That tin foil hat is the best protection ever.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...until effective removal methods have been developed". "They call for suspending all gene-based “vaccines” and conducting a rigorous
harm-beneNt assessment in light of the serious health injuries reported. They also urge countries and organizations to take concrete
steps to address and mitigate the already identiNed risks". Not going to happen given the global cabal's intent to depopulate the planet.
This is the intent, right? If so, then what reason(s) would the cabal have to embrace these recommendations?
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are blood banks accepting blood from people who had Covid or have taken the Covid vaccine shots and not even documented?. If they
are, and I assume they are, then hospitals routinely use this blood on people who have not taken the vaccine or had Covid. In an
emergency situation, like an accident or unforeseen injury, people can be given contaminated blood. This is serious criminal negligence
on the part of the medical establishment and unfortunately is not being addressed or is of any concern to them.
pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OH, it's being addressed alright. It's called "ignored" because like Big Pharma the government has provided immunity under it's
inNnite corruption.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Re marymary’s post on this forum earlier asking if “are we doomed” and my reply, both of which appear to have been deleted? I replied to
Mary, no we’re not doomed as long as we have people like Andrew Bridgen Nghting for us https://youtu.be/dcWtuNpgIsU
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glastian, thank you for that link with Andrew Bridgen - much appreciated.
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How Harnessing Your
Dreams Can Lead to Better
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Get calls daily from local blood bank to get in and give since we are not vax. Coincidence?  I bet not.  Notice deaths lately?  Worker at
business had 37 year old son at Alexandria MN. walk in his house and died right there in kitchen Xoor. Neighbor next door’s daughter in
Madison Wi. got non Hodgkins , Nrst chemo her body seized, heart attack, brain dead, died last week, leaving two young children, age 42.
Were both adults vax?  I don’t know, sure sounds probable.  17 year old niece’s son got myocarditis, but claims no vax. Tough to believe
that. Healthy today and working.  I got to go do the day’s Nrst session of sprints, 25. 21% done to 10,000 by Nov 1st.  Boring as hell. lol.
Poor neighbors, twice a day they get to look out to the tranquillity in the park, a view of peaceful easy feelings , and some 69 yr old whack
job think he’s 18. Geezus. Exercise sucks but never fails.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Noticing here a person's age isn't being listed, and of those who are it is heartbreaking to see so many young people dying. Only a
few decades ago it was the complete opposite. Reading the obits full of those in the high eighties, nineties and way higher
numbers than back in the 60s' when many people in their 60s passed. (Usually those were heart attacks.)
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Get calls daily from local blood bank to get in and give since we are not vax. Coincidence? I bet not." I donate regularly to either
Red Cross or Vitalant (UBS), depending where I have to travel. Both, at one time or another in the past two years have asked me if I
was vaxxed, and I always answer honestly, "NO". It seems neither organization has ever held that against me as I continue to
donate blood as before.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if blood donated by unvaxxed people is saved for the "elites" who need transfusions, and of course, never got the killer
shots.
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goldenhair
Joined On 8/26/2022 1:52:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you japanese researchers! Now it's getting the world to do it! In uk NHS does not like people making their own donations...
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Noah67
Joined On 4/2/2007 11:00:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Find people around you friends and whatnot who may have the same blood type or a blood type that will also work with yours and just
make agreements with them that it's either you need blood that these people will donate it for you so you don't have to think about what
blood is going into you from what jabbed Joe or Jane.
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jenniejen
Joined On 8/19/2016 10:02:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with Japanese researchers. I recently watched the podcast by Dr. Raszek called Blood transfusion with spike protein - update
#142. It was very good. I want to share that my mom died with clots after needing a transfusion of blood products for cancer treatment.
She was NOT vaccinated and NEVER had problems with clotting. She developed thrombosis. I highly believe that she had received blood
products from a vaccinated person and later developed clotting complications. In my humble opinion the blood of vaccinated people is
not safe, it is contaminated. And it is about time they start addressing this. Can researchers also have open discussions about the risks
of shedding contamination through sexual contact? There are many individuals who have admitted to having unprotected sex with a
vaccinated person although they themselves are unvaccinated.
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Track Record
Joined On 1/20/2009 1:46:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Based upon experience with previous blood supply contaminations for AIDS and Hepatitis, for example, the next step will be to follow the
science and lie about the problem for a few years until enough people have been killed. There is a good documentary on the BBC
regarding the top level enquiry the British Government has been forced into as a result of one person's twenty years persistence in the
subject.
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Itsmyright
Joined On 9/4/2017 10:46:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem is that a good percentage of Vaccines were analysed as being placebo, another percentage as having active ingredients but
not a lot and the ones that did the most damage had the most active material. If they test people who were vaccinated with placebo and
they show no issues they may claim that all vaccines were safe. So this is part of the issue
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WillCat
Joined On 2/3/2021 7:46:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In May of '21 I at the insistence of my girlfriend I got one jab of the J&J which I think was not an mRNA based product. What are the
known long-term problems with that vaccine? She being a degreed professional has had at least four of the PNzer shots because she
follows the science. My intuitive self said no to all but to keep the peace I took one J&J.
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JamesGruhl
Joined On 5/27/2024 5:52:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you read RFKJr's book The Real Anthony Fauci you will see that some of COVID was planned and some of the after effects were by
accident. They all play into the World Economic Forum's goals of Monopolies and Depopulation/Eugenics. Humankind has changed
forever, and if Nietzsche and Hitler are correct, the fewer who survive will be Superior Humans. God help us.
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jaygee123
Joined On 4/3/2016 11:34:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From Take Back Our Freedoms Informed Consent Package and Notice of Liability https://www.tbof.ca/consent/   The Life Protecting
Power of Attorney for Personal Care protects you from euthanasia and assisted suicide. It ensures that your power of attorney will follow
your values by deNning the basic treatment decisions that you want in the event that you are unable to make decisions for yourself. The
Life Protecting Power of Attorney for Personal Care gives you the peace of mind that the Euthanasia Prevention Coalition will help you if
your expressed wishes are ignored or if a hospital or doctor pressures or attempts to impose decisions upon you. Order the Life
Protecting Power of Attorney for Personal Care (Information Link) for $10 + tax at: 1-877-439-3348 or info@epcc.ca
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jaygee123
Joined On 4/3/2016 11:34:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SAFEBLOOD The new website US, safeblood.com, has been set up to automatically redirect to the international version (safeblood and
your country extension, or safeblood.net) CONTROL GROUP controlgroup.coop/.../become-an-associate.html  Introduction of the
Research page including COVID and detox protocols New podcast appearances — including World Council for Health, Richard Vobes,
Rebel Radio and the Fear-free Speakeasy. database including new health conditions, diseases, medications, allergies, supplements.
Forthcoming interactive maps and charts Control Group participants in their region, number vaccinated versus unvaccinated people in
the study.
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imnaha
Joined On 10/25/2011 1:19:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, I saw the headlines about this in the NYT - NOT!
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Phildavis
Joined On 2/25/2023 2:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like the vaccine industrial Complex, there is a blood industrial complex, too. It's big business, and, importantly, most of the time, one
does not need blood. There are several options for blood transfusions that are very effective and safer than blood. Surgeons are lazy,
saving time, and blood has a high-proNt margin. Proper planning and personnel remove the need for blood.
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alliecat4
Joined On 8/29/2013 3:46:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As usual, all of these comments are spot on. I've worked in the medical industry for over 26 years, and feel I've prostituted my soul to
Western medicine. I chose not to have any Covid jabs, although I tick all of the prerequisite boxes initially listed 4 years ago: my age,
major health conditions including a degenerative autoimmune disease: positive HLA B 27. ALL of the community members who Xocked
into our clinic in the past (almost) 4 years, and approached my work station asking, "Where do I get the vaccine?" shared the same facial
expression: fear.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most outrageous legalized human experiment ever conducted done in the name of science and medical prevention that allowed the
nefarious to not only repeat the unforgivable but to add as its accomplice the many governments and health oMcials. No government has
a clean hand their unwillingness to participate in attending hearings held by their own members highlights their complicity and failure to
act transparently for the beneNt of its people. It is disgusting behavior that needs to be challenged in order to change.
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't understand how the majority didn't wake up when they knew our politicians, judges and senior public servants were exempt.
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plu5278
Joined On 11/12/2015 12:00:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It sounds like they're saying that it is possible that over the next decade everyone who got vaxxed could get mad cow disease (CJD). I
would imagine that proteins get misfolded all the time and that misfolded proteins usually don't cause properly folded proteins to become
misfolded.
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RonaldHL
Joined On 5/3/2024 9:40:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have only seen the start of contamination consequences with most of the world population unable to produce a viable future
population. Adding to my extensive survival preparedness is the special one for me must also be unvaccinated AND never having a
transfusion as necessary for all the rest to not be a moot point in being able to give our future children necessary survival advantages. A
huge change in my insights is future population will be small.   Perhaps the only safe transfusions will be direct, spontaneous (not the
tainted blood bank supply) transfusion from a known person who lives healthily with avoidance of contamination which will become
increasingly rare up until they are the only ones remaining.
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cow79564
Joined On 7/5/2017 1:15:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During WWII when blood supply's were running dry, sea water was actually used for blood transfusions (Nltered of course). Sea
Water is alive like our blood, a plasma and it's said, that a person could lose up to half of their blood, be replaced by the sea water
& survive. Within 24-48 hours of infusion, the sea water would be reconstituted by the body and would be indiscernible from typical
normal blood found in the body. Since you're into survival, into making plans...I always thought that was amazing. I never really
thought of the ocean water being alive & on par with our own blood i.e. Earths Blood Supply. Peace Brother
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mar321212
Joined On 3/14/2024 5:09:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This raises questions regarding transfer via breastmilk.  So many moms were vaccinated during pregnancy and then those who rejected
that idea went and got jabbed after delivery. Breastmilk is synthesized from the mother's blood freely circulation through the breasts.
Although initial results suggested that the vaccine mRNA didn’t reach breast milk[4], later studies reported limited presence of the spike
mRNA from vaccines in the milk of lactating women. healthfeedback.org/what-we-know-about-safety-of-covid19-vaccine-mrna-b..  Ugh!
what a nightmare
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galegalek
Joined On 9/28/2014 5:34:57 AM
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I don't think that's good news for the blood supply and I don't think it's good news for those that did not get the vaccine.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've worried about this issue ever since all the Rebel MDs, like the FLCCC MD group, warned about circulating spike proteins in the blood.
At the same time, mostly ALL the 3000 county Boards of Health in USA kept crowing to every body "get vaxxed/boosted, it the best thing
to do", kow-towing to that odious org, the CDC and all their CEOs, like the odious know-it-all Rochelle Wallensky. Everybody who needs a
transfusion has their blood on CDC's hands now. Damn the CDC.
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I said this in the very beginning with COVID inoculation I would never take blood from such a person but how do you know they will lie as
much as they did with COVID. None of the innoculated should be allowed to spend blood. The biggest CRIME in History has been
committed and no end to it. Where is the LAW????
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Pam Popper N.D. is taking the lawsuit route. Read about at drpampopper.com
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jml777
Joined On 7/4/2021 5:57:23 AM
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Donate mRNA blood? I think not. Sell.
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They knew all along and have known even way before Covid what giving out all these vacs would do to the human race. Now there is
proof and if you have an accident and they give you blood you are at the mercy of what is in it. You are a dollar sign and you are
disposable. You have to protect yourself. I had this really great doctor until covid came I do not know for sure what happened, but he is
not the same doctor. He use to tell you natural things to use now it is all drugs.
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TrudyG5
Joined On 5/6/2024 4:06:01 AM
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Me, too. He used to be a problem solver but not anymore, now he follows the script on his screen and then bemoans patients like
me who refuse certain things (statins, mRna vaccines, and so on). He cries about what will he do about non-compliant patients, so
I tell him he can Nre me. Of course, he didn't notice that he got the Nrst round of the shot and then, within a week, needed
emergency hip replacement. And tell us with amazement how fast it got bad, never had a twinge before! Head in the sand on his
part, but also the CMS for Nning them for non-compliants like me. Damned if you do, damned if you don't.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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TrudyG5: in USA the fed agency CMS admins Medicare Part B, (MD oMce visits). Recently in 2023 all practices doing a
"well-woman" annual exam have to, at end of year, report to CMS which patients are compliant in all recommends for "preventive
treatment", including drugs and colonoscopies, mammograms, etc. THAT may be why your MD is upset about your refusal to take
statins, etc. The MDs get penalized by CMS for "non-compliant" patients. I haven't done much research on it yet, but a "physician
asst." heavily pushed the Prevnar vax on me last year at my "well woman physical". Practices get reimbursed for that vax at $525
per shot. I declined, am looking for a new "general MD".
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TrillionaireJesus
Joined On 5/27/2024 8:29:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have not had any kind of vaccine since 1995. But i have had unprotected sex with seven women since 2021.  All of these women were
vaccinated for COVID. I never got sick or had any problems and am doing Nne even though several of them had COVID repeatedly, and one
of them has long COVID as a result of being vaccinated. So I think the shedding concern is overblown. I saw some research that suggests
the covid protein has to make it past all the ACE 2 receptors in the capillaries and blood stream before being able to exit the body through
the skin or salivary glands, etc. Even if shedding is a concern, what are you going to do , live your life in fear and be a hermit? That is a
fate worse than death.
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SueZq111
Joined On 12/3/2021 5:24:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn’t everyone’s blood contaminated? People who caught COVID but had no vaccine must surely still carry some level of contamination.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who recovered from Covid who were never vaccinated have antibodies to the covid virus, NOT vaccine-induced spike
proteins in their blood. That's classic immune theory in regard to viruses, anyway.
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sco3866
Joined On 1/4/2019 2:41:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About 3 years ago i got the name of a reputable pharmacy from these comments and ordered their Ivermectim 12 mg tablets. I have lost
the website. Can anyone give it to me. I believe it was on India. Thanks guys
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DeeF53
Joined On 11/3/2020 9:39:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t know what was listed here, but I have used Lifebelt in India a couple of times. I like them.
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dogsnkids
Joined On 4/29/2010 1:27:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

alldaychemist dot com, in India. I’ve used them for many years.
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Tiptriptrap
Joined On 12/20/2021 6:53:59 AM
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All Day Chemist. India
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sschank
Joined On 12/6/2020 7:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.pushhealth.com www.familypharmacy.com I also heard that in Tennessee it is OTC.
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SantaFe505
Joined On 4/6/2021 4:25:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been looking into getting Stem Cell treatment for my painful knees. The doc said get they get Stem Cells from umbilical cords. I
requested that the birth mother be unvaxed. He said that could be done- however I have serious doubts about that due to the gross
incompetence and lying that now is routine in our American medical system. Any suggestions?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't you submit your own blood until there's enuf stem cell extraction? It'll probably be costly, tho.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tried the Stem Cells and it did work for a while but eventually the pain came back. My husband had a knee operation on his right
knee due to it being painful but when the left became painful also his trainer asked him to wait until he had tried his exercises
before having the next operation. That was 10 years ago and if ever he gets a twinge of pain he just does his exercises to build up
the muscles around the knee. He did not need the second operation.  I have stayed out of pain with my hip also by exercising and
doing Pilates. No pain for 10 years since I was diagnosed as needing a hip operation and according to the specialilst "bone on
bone". They tell you that to scare you! So my advice is look at a low inXammatory diet and get a good physio trainer to give you
exercises to build up the muscles around your knee.
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SanDiegoGirl
Joined On 6/23/2011 11:52:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did all kinds of alternative stuff for a painful arthritic knee with varying degrees of success. What really Nxed it up was Ben
Patrick’s book Knee Ability Zero. The exercises in the book are very easy to do and produce amazing results.
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cow79564
Joined On 7/5/2017 1:15:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Umbilical Cord Blood Stem Cells can cause complications, unless it's YOUR cord blood (be aware, it's a risk). Those foreign stem
cells DNA & proteins injected into your body, could cause auto-immunity issues (anaphylaxis) or even cancer. They're not so
different than Embryonic Stem cells, which some geneticists call those "Immortal Cells", because they don't die, will not go through
apoptosis and ALWAYS caused Cancer. Research a Dr. Theresa Deisher, she's an expert on stem cell research with the utmost
integrity & research (has her own lab), thus she doesn't have to cow-tow to the Corruption/Pseudo-Science within Western Med.

web.archive.org/web/20200717060501/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCn..  I have a buddy of mine that did 2 different types
of Stem Cell Protocols for his knees....1 worked & the other didn't. The one that DIDN'T work was the process of taking his OWN
blood spinning it up in a centrifuge, separating the stem cells & injecting the solution into both knees. He had it done 3 times, to no
avail...still had really bad knee pain e.g. Bone on bone, hence why his primary Dr. wanted to do full replacements, but he was willing
to try all options before that. The protocol that WORKED, he said was the most painful, whereas they took a long heavy gauge
needle, like something you'd see with liposuction, and they jabbed it into his belly fat about 100's of times for about 45
minutes....All that slurry of fat contained stem cells, which were then injected into both knees...His knees swelled up Nerce, the
size of cantaloupes....It took weeks...almost 2 months for all that swelling to subside to normal, as the body reabsorbed the
material and the stem cells went where they needed to go to heal.

When it was all done...no more knee pain. This was over 8 years ago and he quite active today...runs his farm and is building his
own house, from the trees he cuts down with a Woodmeizer Mill, so he's a pretty busy guy, all is well! Peace
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Kangdog
Joined On 9/7/2011 12:20:00 AM
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Look into photobiomodulation .
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neenOing
Joined On 5/27/2024 3:28:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does this apply to platelet transfusions? I ask bc a family member close to me just got a platelet transfusion yesterday but never got the
jab, nor did her family.
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Any thoughts on whether folks who got monoclonal antibodies to treat COVID early fall 2021 are at risk?
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Joined On 12/24/2011 5:27:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too would love to know the answer to this as I did receive monoclonal antibodies, but never Vaxxed.
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